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Biodiversity in the West District Plan

This is the submission of Cumberland Conservation Network with respect to the West 
District Plan of the Greater Sydney Commission.

It is not our intention to address the entire District Plan. Instead we will address a 
biodiversity need in Western Sydney which, even at this eleventh hour, is achievable if the 
will exists within key players to engage in this one goal. Two key players are:

a) Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council (DLALC) and its desire to preserve ownership
of their reclaimed land and employ their people in maintaining a link between present and 
past Deerubbin people and the land, and 

b) the Greater Sydney Commission and the authority vested within it to steer other  
Government agencies.

Both parties in the past six months have, at one point or another, expressed an interest in 
achieving an important biodiversity goal and it is the view of Cumberland Conservation 
Network that the goal can be achieved through the concept of the Cumberland 
Conservation Corridor. How then is it to be achieved?

Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council   (DLALC)

A great burden rests on the shoulders of DLALC. The Executive has to ensure the long term 
social welfare of its members and, in terms of its spiritual and cultural heritage, maintain a 
link with forebears through attachment to the land.

It is our view that it was a very good thing for DLALC to have successfully reclaimed their 
land. Were it not so, we believe elements within the NSW Government would have crassly 
sold-off high quality cultural and natural heritage land for development in north Penrith 
Local Government Area.
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It is an unfortunate trait of European culture to treat land as a mere commercial commodity 
and trash it for all it is worth. That is not so with history of Aboriginal culture and land use.

That said, DLALC has to safeguard its membership in a culture first forced upon its 
forebears and even more rigidly gripping their descendants today. Income is required by 
members to provide food, shelter, clothing and resources for family. Thus, they can't just 
inhabit small tracts of land today and hope to survive.

DLALC, to its credit, has recently expressed an interest in managing land in its ownership in
north Penrith LGA on proviso of receiving sufficient monetary compensation to employ its 
members in that role and on proviso that land tenure is not jeopardised.

That is meritorious and ought be pursued by the NSW and Commonwealth Government 
through biodiversity offset plans both governments have created to compensate for flora and
fauna losses incurred from development and infrastructure on the Cumberland Plain.

Greater Sydney Commission

The Greater Sydney Commission is vested with responsibility for determining the future 
landscape of Western Sydney. Competing interests for land use make this an onerous task.

However, despite the rampant turning of Western Sydney into a landscape of development 
and infrastructure occupied by a huge human population in a small area we can still preserve
viable populations of flora & fauna known to have inhabited what became Western Sydney. 

To not do this, while it is still possible, is to declare how degenerate and destructive our 
generation has become. It is something our forebears, despite all their failings, did not 
completely do and it is something our descendants will look back upon with pain and ask 
how we got it all so wrong. In such a scenario it would be better had we not been born!

The means exists for the Greater Sydney Commission to sustain viable populations of the 
flora & fauna known to have inhabited Western Sydney. It can do this by adopting and 
establishing the Cumberland Conservation Corridor. 

Cumberland Conservation Corridor

Attached is a map of the proposed Cumberland Conservation Corridor. A minor change 
can be made to this map to include 38ha of land now conserved off Mulgoa Road, Mulgoa.

Terrestrial fauna require extended corridors for migration to cope with pressures of 
surrounding development and human activity - accidental or malicious.

The Cumberland Conservation Corridor connects intact woodland, and mostly land 
determined by the NSW Government to be Priority Conservation Lands in Western Sydney 
and the target for achieving the Cumberland Plain Recovery Plan. Some land is already 
conserved and some in private ownership. DLALC owns approximately 1,500ha of this land
but, as things stand, it is at liberty to develop these 1,500ha if it wished to do so. Only if the 
government is unwilling to assist DLALC to manage its land for conservation will 
development eventuate.



The Cumberland Conservation Corridor targets lands the Commonwealth Government 
sought for first priority offsets when approving the EPBC Act Strategic Assessment of the 
Sydney Growth Centres.

The Cumberland Conservation Corridor is intersected by road and rail infrastructure. 
However, as Greater Sydney is increasingly populated and infrastructure upgraded the 
opportunity arises to build land bridges etc for terrestrial fauna movement from site to site. 

The Cumberland Conservation Corridor includes land in NSW and Commonwealth 
Government ownership which is zoned for conservation and is under active conservation 
management or not yet actively managed for conservation. Establishing the Cumberland 
Conservation Corridor will bring certainty for conservation management of those lands.

The Cumberland Conservation Corridor includes small parcels of land in private 
ownership which are important for conservation management to ensure connectivity 
between larger parcels of land presently or likely to be managed for conservation. Various 
means exist to ensure conservation management of these lands including purchase.

Please note, too, that while South and Ropes Creeks are included in the Cumberland 
Conservation Corridor it is for practical purpose – fauna movement between north and 
south areas of open woodland. We believe that terrestrial fauna are at risk of drowning in 
flood events or vulnerable to human or dog predators in confined flood plains. Open 
woodland areas are the better conservation option so we don't support expenditure on creek 
restoration or habitat creation for terrestrial fauna ahead of maintaining open woodland.

Funding

Greater Sydney Commission has access to Commonwealth and New South Wales 
Government funds to ensure lands are secured or managed for conservation. With respect to 
Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council land it must be that funds are used for the Land 
Council to manage the land for conservation in perpetuity by employing and resourcing its 
members for the purpose.

The following funding sources exist:

 The footprint of the proposed Western Sydney Airport (WSA) will bring large scale 
destruction of flora and fauna habitat. The Commonwealth Government has approved
a Biodiversity Offset Package providing between $157M and $188M for offsets. In 
the 2016 Federal Election campaign the Government declared that first priority 
for offsets for WSA will be within the Cumberland Conservation Corridor.

If the will exists, opportunity presents for the Greater Sydney Commission to 
negotiate the bulk of these funds to compensate Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land 
Council to manage its land within the Cumberland Conservation Corridor for 
conservation. But that may not be enough.

 The New South Wales Government, when making a decision to Biodiversity Certify 
the North-West and South-West Growth Centres, established a developer levied fund 
to secure lands for conservation management as offsets for flora and fauna losses 
anticipated within the Growth Centres.



It was estimated that $397.5M would be available to secure, for conservation, offsets 
outside the Growth Centres but first priority is to be Priority Conservation Lands 
(referred to earlier in this submission) on the Cumberland Plain. Latest information 
indicates that sum was false and a revised estimate of $378M will be the total of the 
fund unless the land price index within the Growth Centres increases. After deduction
of already committed funds since inception we estimate a sum of at least $350M will 
be available here on for the life of the fund.

Given that at least half of the Priority Conservation Lands on the Cumberland Plain 
still available for conservation future are within the West District, scope exists for the
Greater Sydney Commission to claim half that sum for the West District to ensure a 
genuine conservation outcome is secured in perpetuity. As such, from this another 
$175M is available to the Greater Sydney Commission to add to the minimum 
potential $157M from the WSA Biodiversity Package. 

Total funding available to the Greater Sydney Commission thus exceeds $330M to negotiate
a suitable conservation management result with DLALC and have money left over to secure 
other smaller private land holdings for a conservation future where vital connectivity links 
for the Cumberland Conservation Corridor exist.

We recognise that funds from both the aforesaid sources are not available immediately but 
will roll-out over time. In that respect it will be necessary to ensure the funds are put into a 
trust as they become available and a suitable arrangement entered into with DLALC, as first 
priority, to ensure that sufficient funding source exists in both short term and long term to 
enable DLALC to employ its members and resource them to manage their land for 
conservation in perpetuity. Fairness and goodwill to DLALC is essential. 

A trust is not as simple and attractive as a total sum of $250M or more available in a lump 
sum for DLALC to invest in secured deposit earning annual interest to meet ongoing 
contingencies. However, it is a valid option for the goal.

Summary Comment

Opportunity presents for the West District to be the district of Western Sydney which 
sustains viable populations of the flora & fauna of Western Sydney. Where other areas of the
Cumberland Plain are denied the opportunity, through past and future development 
commitments, to set aside sufficient connected land to sustain indigenous flora & fauna 
(including macrofauna) it can be achieved here if will and negotiating capacity prevails.

We urge the Greater Sydney Commission to take up this eleventh hour opportunity and not 
be deterred by ingrained agendas within agencies of government and 'environment entities' 
far removed from effective flora & fauna conservation outcomes on the Cumberland Plain.

Yours faithfully,

Wayne Olling
Secretary 
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